
OTKA 113373 PUB-K támogatás szakmai zárójelentése 

 

Alulírott Sipos János, az OTKA-PUB-K 113373 témavezetője igazolom, hogy 2015 

decemberében megjelent a  

 

Sipos, János–Tavkul, Ufuk, Karachay-Balkar Folksongs, Budapest: l’Harmattan–MTA BTK 

ZTI, 416 o.  

 

kötet. A könyvnek e-book kiadása is készül, mely 2015 első felében ingyenesen lesz 

hozzáférhető az interneten. 

A kötet a munkatervben meghatározott formában és módon jelent meg, feltüntettük az 

OTKA  támogatás tényét, számpát, és a támogató logoját.  

A kötetből kaptak egy-egy példányt: ELTE, SZTE, Miskolci Egyetem, PTE, DE, PPKE, 

KRE egyetemi könyvtárai, az MTA BTK kutatóközpont, az MTA Könyvtára és teljesítettük a 

kötelespéldány szolgáltatásról szóló rendeletben foglaltakat. Egy példányt az OTKA Irodához is 

eljuttattunk. 

 

Tisztelettel, 

 

Budapest, 2016.01.12..     Sipos János 

        tud. főmunkatárs 

        MTA BTK ZTI 

 

 

I, János Sipos declare that the book 

 

Sipos, János–Tavkul, Ufuk, Karachay-Balkar Folksongs, Budapest: l’Harmattan–MTA BTK 

ZTI, 416 o.  

was published in December 2015 with the generous help of the OTKA-PUB-K 113373. 

There will be made an electronik version of it in some months.  

The book was published according to the conditions in the work plan, and the number, 

the logo of the OTKA backing can be read in the copyright page.  



Copies were sent to the Libraries of the ELTE, SZTE, Miskolc University, PTE, DE, 

PPKE, KRE, to the Research Center of the MTA BTK, to the Library of the MTA Könyvtára, to 

the Szechenyi Library and to the OTKA Office. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Hungarian folk music is closely connected with the music of diverse Turkic peoples. Research 

into this interaction has already produced considerable results, but it is far from being completed. 

Intriguing new questions are being raised by continuous inquiry, e.g.: Why is the music of 

different Turkic ethnic groups so different? Do the linguistic connections of this language family 

correspond to the musical connections? 

 The folk music of several Turkic groups has no monographic elaboration so far, and the 

available publications often fail to answer the elementary questions, too, so it is vitally important 

to carry on with the expeditions. Only when a large number of tunes have been collected during 

fieldwork and transcribed, and the work of other researchers has been considered, can serious 

comparative research work begin. 

 A close study of the material gathered during the expeditions can define the fundamental 

strata of the music of Turkic-speaking groups and their interrelations, followed by a comparison 

of diverse folk musics and finally, attempts can be made to draw historical conclusions. It is also 

to be examined how a highly complex folk music like that of the Hungarians with eastern origins 

in its old strata is connected to Turkic music and to the music of precisely which Turkic people. 
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